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Long before Modern Day Mentalism Sensation Peter Turner's "Portugal Video"
went Viral in the Magical World and on the Magic Forums, and decades before
Peter had released his now legendary work entitled "Isabella's Star" Jonathan
Royle was accurately and regularly revealing peoples Star Signs to them as far
back as 1989 when performing at Psychic Fairs all over England. 

Both of the methods that Royle has used for years have previously been
published in his "Klear Thoughtz" and also his "Cold Reading & Mentalism
for The Psychic Entertainer" ebooks and are now finally made available on
their own here for those who just want to start using these Secrets without the
need to purchase other information as well. 

Using one of these methods, it is possible for you, to without any pre-show work,
and without anything ever having been written down, have several audience
members stand up and Immediately Tell All of them EXACTLY what Star-Sign
they Are with 100% Accuracy. 

There is also included another method which has been hinted at in a Book
Released by Paul Voodini Called "Astro-Divinations" by Cashliostro, within which
you will see this method and work by Royle Credited, referenced and
recommended twice. 

This is an even more cunning Secret and truly does make it appear as though
you are able to walk up to complete Strangers and accurately tell them exactly
what Star-Sign they are! 

And yes we also then discuss ways of going further by telling them exactly upon
which date and in which month they were born as well. 

Arguably these two methods, one of which can be with a little thought used to
reveal many other Personal and Private Pieces of Information about Audience
Members, are as close as you could get to real mind reading, whilst at the same
time being perfectly Reliable and Effective each and every time you use them.
Check out what others are charging for complicated mathematical systems and
other methods which may not be as reliable and you'll soon realise what a
bargain this PDF is! 
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